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Abstract: This paper presents the behaviour and design procedure of bolted connections which tend
to be sensitive to block shear failure. The finite element method is employed to examine the block
shear failure. The research-oriented finite element method (RFEM) model is validated with the results
of experimental tests. The validated model is used to verify the component-based FEM (CBFEM)
model, which combines the analysis of internal forces by the finite element method and design
of plates, bolts and welds by the component method (CM). The CBFEM model is verified by an
analytical solution based on existing formulas. The method is developed for the design of generally
loaded complicated joints, where the distribution of internal forces is complex. The resistance of
the steel plates is controlled by limiting the plastic strain of plates and the strength of connectors,
e.g., welds, bolts and anchor bolts. The design of plates at a post-critical stage is available to allow
local buckling of slender plates. The prediction of the initial stiffness and the deformation capacity is
included natively. Finally, a sensitivity study is prepared. The studied parameters include gusset
plate thickness and pitch distance.

Keywords: structural steel connections; bolted connections; finite element method; component-based
FEM; block shear failure

1. Introduction

The block shear failure was first reported in 1978 in [1] for joints without optimal
geometry from an internal forces point of view. The test results proved the potential failure
mode of tearing out in the web of the beam. Several studies concerning the block shear
failure were published in the last twenty years [2–7], predicting the block shear capacity as
a combination of fracture on the tension and shear plane (see Figure 1). Block shear rupture
is the potential failure mode for gusset plates, fin plates, coped beams, single/double
angles and tee connections, where significant tension/shear forces are present.
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1. Introduction 
The block shear failure was first reported in 1978 in [1] for joints without optimal 

geometry from an internal forces point of view. The test results proved the potential fail-
ure mode of tearing out in the web of the beam. Several studies concerning the block 
shear failure were published in the last twenty years [2–7], predicting the block shear ca-
pacity as a combination of fracture on the tension and shear plane (see Figure 1). Block 
shear rupture is the potential failure mode for gusset plates, fin plates, coped beams, sin-
gle/double angles and tee connections, where significant tension/shear forces are present. 
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Figure 1. Typical block shear failure mechanism. Reproduced with permission from ref. [8], copyright
(1995), Elsevier.
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The analytical approaches of designing against block shear failure are described in
standards. The design approaches are based on a simple assumption that the block shear
capacity is the combination of the yielding along shear planes and rupture on the tensile
plane. The analytical models used for verification in this study include currently valid Eu-
rocode EN1993-1-8:2006 [9], US structural steel design code A360-16 [10], 2nd generation of
Eurocode prEN1993-1-8 [11], which is planned to be issued after 2020, Canadian structural
steel design standard CSA S16-09 [12] and analytical models proposed by Topkaya [5] and
Driver [6]. The major advantage of these models is that they can be used in most cases
and they are easy to apply, but no studies have dealt with complex loading, including
substantial eccentricities and general block failure. Despite the existence of several design
approaches to predict block shear capacity, the prediction of failure mode appears to have
the same importance.

With the development of computational technology, it is possible to create advanced
finite element models. These can be validated by experiments; therefore, the behaviour of
numerical simulation is close to the physical test behaviour. Their main advantage is that
once the appropriate finite element model is created, it is possible to carry a parametric
study on it with minor modifications without the need for carrying out additional physical
tests. However, making an accurate finite element model is laborious and, due to many
variables, such as the definition of boundary conditions, meshing, etc., the results are
not always representative. The finite element analysis of block shear failure has been
developed since 2002, when numerical simulations were presented in [7]. The majority
of the following numerical models covered the tensile fracture but not the shear rupture
and development of a shear crack. The block shear failure, capturing the ductile fracture
and combining both shear and tension failure, is presented in [4,13,14]. The prediction
of the shear crack development in the bolted connection is presented by the appropriate
failure criteria.

The approach, which combines the component method and finite element method, is
called component-based FEM (CBFEM). As the name suggests, it combines aspects of the
finite element method and component method to provide a satisfactory way of designing
steel joints, while simultaneously complying with valid standards. Contrary to complex
finite element simulations, it is commonly used for designing steel joints in practice. The
CBFEM model is verified by the analytical and research-oriented FEM models comparing
the block shear capacity in three levels of complexity.

2. Analytical Models for Resistance
2.1. Buckling

The buckling capacity and the compressive stress in the gusset plate may be deter-
mined according to Whitmore’s effective width concept [15]. Thus, in design, the gusset
plates are treated as rectangular members with a cross section lw × t, where lw is the
Whitmore’s effective width lw (see Figure 2). In fact, Whitmore defined the effective width
as the distance perpendicular to the load, where 30◦ lines, which are projected from a first
bolt row or the end of a weld, intersect with a line perpendicular to the member through a
bottom bolt row or the second end of the weld.
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A review of the design practice of connections with the block shear failure is published
in [17]. The authors compared analytical models in different national standards (European,
American, Canadian, Australian and Japanese) with gathered experimental results. They
also separated the results into categories according to the connection type—gusset plate,
coped beam, single angles and tees, double angles—and determined the safety ratio as:
analytical model resistance/test results. Finally, analytical Equations (1) and (2) are given:

For angles and gusset plate:

Pu = Ant·σu + 0.6·σy·Agv (1)

For coped beam webs:

Pu = 0.5·Ant·σu + 0.6·σy·Agv (2)

where Pu is block tearing resistance, Ant is net area subjected to tension, Agv is gross area
subjected to shear, σu is ultimate stress, σy is yield stress.

A numerical study using parametric finite element models validated on previous
experiments is published in [5]. It was found that the stress on a shear plane is lower than
the tension yield stress but higher than a shear stress 0.6Fy. The so-called effective shear
stress is given as a function of the connection length. The effective shear stress is decreased
as the connection length increases.

The block shear capacity is:

Rn =

(
0.25 + 0.35

Fu

Fy
− Cl

2800

)
Fy Agv + Fu Ant (3)

where Rn is block tearing resistance, Fu is ultimate stress, Fy is yield stress, Cl is connection
length, Agv is gross area subjected to shear, Ant is net area subjected to tension.

The effect of in-plane/out-of-plane eccentricity is observed. The in-plane eccentricity
decreases the resistance up to 15% and is mostly influenced by the connection length. It
is also mentioned that for a connection length up to 150 mm, no reduction in capacity is
needed. In the case of out-of-plane eccentricity, the difference between the connections
without eccentricity was at most 5%. Due to these findings, it is concluded that the block
shear capacity remains unaffected by out-of-plane eccentricity.

The database of block shear experiments, including gusset plate, angle, tee and coped
beam tests, is collected in [6]. The block shear capacity depends on the type of connection
with varying stress factors, Rt and Rv, and is determined as:

Pu = Rt AntFu + Rv Agv

(
Fy + Fu

2
√

3

)
(4)

where Pu is block tearing resistance, Rt, Rv are equivalent stress factors for a unified
equation, Fu is ultimate stress, Fy is yield stress, Agv is gross area subjected to shear, Ant is
net area subjected to tension.

Equivalent stress factors vary from 0.3–1 according to the type of connection. The
advantage of the formula is that it gives more realistic results than the codes do and that it
is uniform for eccentric/concentric connections. On the other hand, additional factors are
introduced, which goes against the idea of making the analytical models comprehensible
and transparent. The influence of eccentric loading on block shear failure mode was studied
in [18]. The suggested approach is to create simple interaction formulas related to the other
ones used in codes for cross section analysis—the interaction of normal force, shear force
and bending moment. In the end, there would be the simple Equation (5):(

N
NR

+
M

MR

)2
+

(
V
VR

)2
≤ 1 (5)
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where N, M, V are actual section forces, NR, MR, VR are individual resistances of the joint.
The rules presented in EN1993-1-8:2006 are separated into two categories-“symmetric

group of bolts subjected to concentric loading” and “group of bolts subjected to eccen-
tric loading”.

2.2. Concentric Loading

For concentric loading, the design block tearing resistance Ve f f ,1,Rd is given by:

Ve f f ,1,Rd =
fu Ant

γM2
+

(
1√
3

)
fy Anv/γM0 (6)

where Ant is net area subjected to tension, Anv is net area subjected to shear, f u is ultimate
strength, f y is yield stress.

Equation (6) represents the idea mentioned before, that the rupture on the tension
plane occurs before the rupture on the shear plane that is caused by the steel having lower
ductility in tension than in shear. Therefore, the ultimate strength for the tension plane and
yield stress for the shear plane are used.

2.3. Eccentric Loading

For eccentric loading, the design block tearing resistance Ve f f ,2,Rd is given by:

Ve f f ,2,Rd = 0.5· fu Ant

γM2
+

(
1√
3

)
fy Anv/γM0 (7)

The 0.5 ratio represents non-uniform stress distribution due to eccentric loading, even
though it seems to be, in most cases, a conservative solution and it does not consider the
actual size of eccentricity. For Ant, Anv, Agv, see Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Failure planes during the block shear failure; 1—gross tensile plane Agt; 2—net tensile
plane Ant; 3—gross shear plane Agv; 4—net shear plane Anv.

The approach in AISC 360-16 of the American Institute of Steel Construction is less
conservative than the current valid Eurocode formulas because it uses the ultimate strength
for the shear resistance part. Nevertheless, the capacity is limited by the right side of
Equation (8), which corresponds with the idea that when the yield stress is reached on
the gross shear plane, the rupture appears on the tension plane. The factor Ubs reduces
the tension plane resistance due to a non-uniform stress distribution in a same way as
Eurocode does.

Rn = 0.6Fu Anv + UbsFu Ant ≤ 0.6Fy Agv + UbsFu Ant (8)

where Rn is block tearing resistance, Agv is gross area subjected to shear, Anv is net area
subjected to shear, Ant is net area subjected to tension, Fu is ultimate strength, Fy is yield
strength, Ubs is 1.0 (for single-row beam end connections, welded or bolted angle connec-
tions, connections with gusset plates) or 0.5 (for multiple-row beam end connections).

The load resistance safety factor for the LRFD method is φ = 0.75.
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The prEN1993-1-8 has significantly changed its approach compared to the current
code. The equations are still separated into two groups with respect to the position of an
acting force.

2.4. Concentric Loading

Ve f f ,1,Rd =

[
Ant fu + min

(
Agv· fy√

3
;

Anv fu√
3

)]
/γM2 (9)

In contrast to the current Eurocode, the gross shear plane instead of the net shear
plane is considered in Equation (9) which, according to [17], corresponds better with the
experimental results. It also implements an idea similar to the AISC that there are two
possible ways of block shear failure—either a rupture along the net shear plane followed
by a rupture on a net tension plane (when the connection is short and wide), or the net
tension rupture appears before the ultimate stress on a shear plane fully develops (in the
case of long and narrow connections).

2.5. Eccentric Loading

Ve f f ,2,Rd =

[
0.5Ant fu + min

(
Agv fy√

3
;

Anv fu√
3

)]
/γM2 (10)

The ratio 0.5 represents non-uniform stress distribution on a tension plane due to
eccentric loading.

2.6. Research by Kim

Experimental studies on double-shear bolted connections fabricated with lean duplex
stainless steel were conducted and the validation of the finite element analysis model was
verified in the field of ultimate strength and fracture mode through a comparison with
test results. Analysis strengths were compared with block shear predictions by the current
design equations and suggested equations by previous researchers. A modified block
shear strength equation was recommended considering the material properties of lean
duplex stainless steel and the shear stress distribution in the critical shear section of block
shear [19].

3. Experiments
3.1. Geometry

The experiments used in this work for validation were carried out and described in [7].
Two configurations of gusset plate bolted connections were tested—a long and narrow
connection, T1, and a short and wide connection, T2—in order to propose a new analytical
model for calculating block shear capacity. The test set-up is shown in Figure 4.

The geometries of tested specimens T1 and T2 are shown in Figure 5. The tested gusset
plates were 6.6 mm thick, the bolts were 3

4 inch (19 mm) and the bolt holes (19 mm) were
match drilled so the bolts were in bearing from the beginning of the test. All the bolts were
installed with a snug fit.
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Figure 5. Tested gusset plate connections: (a) specimen T1 and (b) specimen T2 [7], dimensions in mm.

3.2. Material

The gusset plates and splice plates were grade 350 W steel. Since both specimens were
made of the same steel sheet, mean values of Fy, Fu, ν and E applies for both (see Table 1).
As for the description of plastic hardening, a multilinear function (true stress–true strain)
was used. The nonlinear material behaviour was described in [7] and derived from coupon
tensions tests. The nonlinear part starts at a yield point, where the elastic part of the stress
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versus strain curve ends (see Figure 6). Up to that point, there is a linear function that has a
slope coefficient equal to E.
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Table 1. Material properties, mean value.

Plate Properties:

Modulus of elasticity—E (MPa) 197,553
Static yield stress—Fy (MPa) 336

Static ultimate stress—Fu (MPa) 450
Poisson’s ratio—ν (-) 0.3

Bolts A325:

Modulus of elasticity—E (MPa) 200,000
Static yield stress—Fy (MPa) 660

Static ultimate stress—Fu (MPa) 830

3.3. Experimental Results

The specimens at the end of testing are shown in Figure 7. Each of the specimens was
tested to failure on the shear planes.
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4. Research-Oriented Finite Element Model
4.1. Model Geometry

The general finite element (FE) program ANSYS was employed in the numerical
simulations. Since the deformation during the test was measured symmetrically at the
beginning and at the end of the connection, half of the specimen was modelled. The
reduced model geometries can be seen in Figure 8.
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The splices were significantly thicker and therefore much more rigid than the in-

spected gusset plates. The splices were not modelled, so no interface between the plates 
was applied. It was assumed that all the bolts moved together in a rigid frame defined by 
the initial pitches and gauge distances. The loading process was represented by a remote 
displacement that matched the test procedure. The remote displacement was applied in 
the bolt hole where the bolt shank was in contact. The remote displacement was applied 
on the nodes on half (since the bolts were match drilled) of each bolt hole in the chosen 
direction. 

Figure 8. Simplified geometries used for FEM simulations: (a) specimen T1 and (b) specimen T2 [7], dimensions in mm.

4.2. Loading and Mesh

The splices were significantly thicker and therefore much more rigid than the inspected
gusset plates. The splices were not modelled, so no interface between the plates was
applied. It was assumed that all the bolts moved together in a rigid frame defined by
the initial pitches and gauge distances. The loading process was represented by a remote
displacement that matched the test procedure. The remote displacement was applied in the
bolt hole where the bolt shank was in contact. The remote displacement was applied on the
nodes on half (since the bolts were match drilled) of each bolt hole in the chosen direction.

Bolts were simplified as only bearing displacements on the half-circle of the bolt hole
(see Figure 9). The deformation was applied in the bolt hole where the bolt shank was in
contact. The displacements in all holes were coupled together.
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Hexahedron-dominant mesh was used with 1 × 1 mm2 refinement in areas where
a high gradient was expected—locally, around the bolt holes with a radially structured
grid. The analysis was material and geometric nonlinear. Large deformation analysis was
used and the Newton–Raphson method of equations was chosen for solving systems. The
number of loading steps was set to 50, the convergence criteria for tolerance to 1.0% and
the maximum number of iterations to 50. Loading was applied through displacement
increments, which better reflected the experimental conditions. The analysis stopped at a
certain limit of displacement, when the tension fracture appeared.

4.3. Validation

The numerical solution, in this case the RFEM model, was validated on the experi-
mental data. The load–deflection behaviour of the tested specimens was compared and the
results for the specimen T1 are summarised in Table 2 and for the specimen T2 in Table 3.
The load–deflection curves comparing the experimental and numerical results are shown
in Figures 10 and 11. The compared parameters include failure mode, initial stiffness Nj,ini,
peak load Fpeak, resistance at 2 mm deformation F2mm, resistance at 5% plastic strain F0.05
and serviceability limit state resistance at 2/3 of test ultimate deformation F2/3.

Table 2. Results of validation, T1.

T1 Specimen Values
Experiment/RFEM Ratio (-)

Compared Parameters Units Experiment RFEM

Nj,ini (MN/m) 1717.7 2153.4 0.80
Fpeak (kN) 691.2 698.1 0.99
F2mm (kN) 586.2 580.1 1.01
F0.05 (kN) N/A 486.3 N/A
F2/3 (kN) 663.0 654.5 1.01

Table 3. Results of validation, T2.

T2 Specimen Values
Experiment/RFEM Ratio (-)

Compared Parameters Units Experiment RFEM

Nj,ini (MN/m) 1846.4 1773.1 1.04
Fpeak (kN) 756.0 742.9 1.02
F2mm (kN) 639.9 643.3 0.99
F0.05 (kN) N/A 421.0 N/A
F2/3 (kN) 727.0 726.5 1.00
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Despite some differences between numerical simulation and physical tests, there is
a good rate of compliance in tested parameters. The maximal difference between the
compared values is 20% in the case of initial stiffness of the T1 model (see Table 2). For
initial stiffness, the higher rate of difference is acceptable because the value is dependent
on many factors, for example, the mesh size around the bolt holes or the initial contact area
influencing the bearing of bolts in experimental tests. However, besides this one value, the
other compared parameters vary from 0–4% so the models can be used for the verification
of design-oriented models.

Additionally, it is worth noting that in a deformed numerical model, signs typical of
block shear failure mechanisms could be observed, such as necking on a tension plane and
yielding on the outer plane of bolt holes (see Figure 12).Metals 2021, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 18 
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5. Design-Oriented Finite Element Analysis
5.1. Model

Design-oriented finite element analysis was carried out with the software IDEA
StatiCa. The software combines the finite element method with the component method
and offers an alternative to conventional analytical models and the laborious component
method. Contrary to RFEM, IDEA software uses 2D shell elements for plates, whereas
fasteners (welds, bolts, contacts, etc.) are represented by components with pre-defined
properties based on experimental findings.

The elastoplastic material with strain hardening was modelled according to EN 1993-1-
5:2006. The material behaviour was based on the von Mises yield criterion. It was assumed
to be elastic before reaching the yield strength f y. The ultimate limit state criterion for
regions not susceptible to buckling is reaching a limiting value of the principal membrane
strain. A value of 5% is recommended.

Plates were modelled by 4-node quadrangle shell elements. Each node had 6 degrees
of freedom. The deformations of the element consisted of membrane and flexural contribu-
tions. Rotations perpendicular to the element were included by a full 3D formulation of the
element. The formulation of the membrane behaviour was based on the study by Ibrahim-
begovic [20]. The deformation of the nodes was represented by a bilinear stress–strain
diagram. A quadratic basis function was considered along the element edges. The basis
function represented the rotation perpendicular to the element. The flexural deformation
was based on the Mindlin hypothesis, considering shear deformation, specifically on the
MITC4 element [21]. A normal axis rotation of the plate was described by bilinear functions.
The shear deformation was constant along the element edge. The resulting internal forces in
the nodes and the element stiffness matrix were calculated by integrating over four Gauss
points. The plastic behaviour was solved in each integration point. Every point was split
into 5 integration points along the thickness of the element (Gauss–Lobatto integration).
The nonlinear elastic-plastic stage of material was analysed in each layer based on the
known strains.

Contact elements were used to transmit the pressure forces between plates. The
standard penalty method was used for modelling the contact between the plates. The
penalty stiffness was considered between the node and the opposite plate, when penetration
into the opposite contact surface was detected. The penalty stiffness was controlled by
a heuristic algorithm during the nonlinear calculation to ensure the convergence of the
iteration. The solver detected the contact points and created an interpolation link between
the penetrating nodes and the nodes on the opposite plate. The advantage of the penalty
method is the automatic assembly of the model. The contact between the plates has a major
impact on the redistribution of the forces in the connection [22].

Bolts were divided into three sub-components, which simulated the tensile behaviour
of the bolt shank, the contact between the plate and the bolt head, nut or washer and the
contact between the bolt shank and the plate. The bolt shank was modelled as a nonlinear
spring, which did not transfer pressure forces. The pressure was transmitted by contact
elements between the connected plates. The second sub-component transmitted tensile
forces from the bolt to the plate. An interpolation link (a multi-point constraint) was
inserted between the bolt shank and the flange nodes. The third sub-component ensured
the shear transmission. The shear forces were transferred on the shank–hole face. This
was modelled with the aid of contact elements between the node of the bolt shank and the
nodes of the edges of the opening. The bolt shank transferred compression forces in the bolt
hole. The stiffness of the shell elements around the opening was designed in such a way
that a corresponding bearing strength was achieved when the plastic material of the plate
was used. More about the design approach of a T-stub component by the component-based
finite element method (CBFEM) is in [23].

Two CBFEM models with geometries and materials corresponding to the physical
tests described in Section 2 were created. The models are shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. CBFEM model of (a) specimen T1 and (b) specimen T2.

The default configuration AISC 360-16 was used, material factors were equal to 1.0
and the finite element size was set to vary from 5 to 10 mm. The ultimate load for CBFEM
models was assumed to appear when the plastic strain reached 5%.

5.2. Verification

The comparison of RFEM, CBFEM and analytical models is shown in Figures 14 and 15.
The most conservative is the model in EN1993-1-8:2006 because, unlike other models, it
uses the net shear plane in combination with yield stress, while yielding in the gross
shear plane is observed in experiments and numerical models. In the next generation of
Eurocodes (prEN1993-1-8), the formula for block shear resistance will be changed. The
stiffness of the CBFEM model is lower compared to the RFEM model. The RFEM model
disregards any slip, but in CBFEM, the shear model of bolts is according to a standard
approximated with the assumption of regular bolt holes.
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The results show that the CBFEM model is conservative compared to analytical models,
except the current valid EN1993-1-8:2006. There is also a very high rate of compliance with
the upcoming prEN1993-1-8 (90% and 99%) and with AISC 360-16 (87% and 98%). As was
mentioned before, the EN1993-1-8:2006 does not consider two possible modes of block
tearing progress and, unlike other models, it uses the net shear plane in combination with
yield stress.

The correlation between design-oriented and research-oriented models is very good
and the CBFEM results are on the safe side, except the F0.05 value. The comparison of
CBFEM and RFEM models are in Table 4 for specimen T1 and in Table 5 for specimen
T2. For both CBFEM models, the initial stiffness Nj,ini seems overly conservative when
compared to the RFEM model, even though the higher rate of difference is acceptable in
the case of initial stiffness. This may be caused by the different meshing of each model,
more advanced material description in the RFEM model (plastic hardening), component
representation of bolts in the case of CBFEM instead of infinitely rigid remote displacement
used in RFEM and deformation of splice plates in the CBFEM model.

Table 4. Comparison of CBFEM and RFEM models for specimen T1.

T1 Specimen Values
CBFEM/RFEM Ratio (-)

Compared Parameters Units RFEM CBFEM

Nj,ini (MN/m) 2153.4 594.3 0.28
Fpeak (kN) 698.1 523.0 0.75
F2mm (kN) 580.1 519.7 0.90
F0.05 (kN) 486.3 523.0 1.08
F2/3 (kN) 654.5 519.7 0.79

Table 5. Comparison of CBFEM and RFEM models for specimen T2.

T2 Specimen Values
CBFEM/RFEM Ratio (-)

Compared Parameters Units RFEM CBFEM

Nj,ini (MN/m) 1773.1 932.8 0.53
Fpeak (kN) 742.9 554.4 0.75
F2mm (kN) 643.3 556.3 0.86
F0.05 (kN) 421.0 554.4 1.32
F2/3 (kN) 726.5 556.2 0.77

The distinction between F0.05 values is probably caused by the fact that the strain is a
local characteristic and it is highly dependent on the mesh element size. The difference
between mesh density of the research-oriented model and the design-oriented model is
significant and causes the increased plastic strain in RFEM.

6. Sensitivity Study

The CBFEM model T1 was used to study the influence of input parameters on the
resistance of the joint. The tested parameters were the pitch distance and plate thickness.
The output value subjected to comparison was the ultimate strength of the joint, which
was compared to the results obtained by different design standards.

The CBFEM model ultimate resistances were calculated according to AISC 360-16
standard with the LRFD method. The ultimate resistance for the CBFEM model was
assumed to appear when the strain reached 5%. The CBFEM results were plotted together
with the analytical model results of recent/upcoming codes—EN1993-1-8:2006, AISC
360-16, prEN1993-1-8.

Specimen T1 was used to study the influence of the bolt pitch (Figure 16) and the plate
thickness (Figure 17) on the block shear resistance. The bolt pitch was successively set to 56,
66, 76, 86, 96 and 106 mm. The study was carried out on 6 different plate thicknesses: 4.6;
5.6; 6.6; 7.6; 8.6 and 9.6 mm. The models provide expected results and show the increase in
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block shear resistance with increased parameters in the case of symmetrical loading. The
EN1993-1-8:2006 is the most conservative, followed by CBFEM, prEN1993-1-8 and AISC
360-16.
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The steel grade S235 and bolts M22 grade 10.9 were used in the sensitivity study
of eccentrically loaded bolted connection. Material safety factors were set to one. The
geometry of the joint is shown in Figure 18. The load deflection curves of CBFEM and
analytical models are shown in Figure 19. The analytical models used in codes use a
constant reduction factor regardless of the magnitude of the eccentricity. It was claimed
in [5,6] that the effect of in-plane eccentricity is not crucial for the total resistance, up to a
10% reduction. The reduction in resistance is significantly higher for analytical models used
in the current codes. The results of the CBFEM model lie between the models presented
in [5,6] and those used in codes. In contrast to analytical models where a constant reduction
in resistance is used, CBFEM models employ finite element analysis for the calculations
which may be advantageous in covering the actual size of the eccentricity.
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Figure 19. Load–deflection curve of eccentric bolted connection.

CBFEM models were created and compared to analytical models. If the currently valid
EN 1993-1-8:2006 is excluded from the comparison, in the case of concentric connections,
the CBFEM models have a good rate of compliance with analytical models and, except for
one case, they are on the safe side. Models calculated according to prEN1993-1-8:2020 and
AISC 360-16 were used. The study was carried out for four different pitch distances p = 56;
66; 76 and 86 mm, and six different plate thicknesses t = 4.6; 5.6; 6.6; 7.6; 8.6 and 9.6 mm.
The bolt grade was A325 and 10.9 according to the relevant design standards. The results
of sensitivity studies for concentric and eccentric bolted connections are summarised and
shown in Figure 20. The CBFEM method is conservative for concentric connections and
predicts up to 13.3% lower resistance. The validated models for eccentric connections
predict up to 21% higher resistance.

The CBFEM model uses a bilinear material diagram with negligible strain hardening.
On the other hand, the analytical models use a combination of yield and ultimate strengths
in their formulas. The CBFEM model provides lower block shear resistances compared to
the analytical models if a steel grade with a high ratio of ultimate to yield strength is used.
Mesh refinement slightly decreases the block shear resistance; however, the mesh size near
bolt holes is fixed.
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7. Conclusions

In this study, research-oriented and design-oriented numerical models on block shear
in gusset plate bolted connections were analysed. The experimental data published by [7]
served for validations of the research-oriented models. The validated model correlated
well with the experimental data in terms of failure modes, initial stiffness and resistance.
A component-based finite element model was created and verified on the RFEM model.
Load–deflection curves were plotted and the block shear resistance and initial stiffness
were compared. The verification confirmed the CBFEM model as an appropriate numerical
approach to predict the behaviour of gusset plate connections subjected to block shear
failure and offers safe standard approval of resistance. The CBFEM is unconservative
compared to all available codes in the case of eccentric connections. However, compared to
models by Topkaya and Driver, it is conservative. There is a possibility to extend the study
and continue the research in this way. The resistance of the gusset plate connections with
various bolt pitches and plate thicknesses was explored and summarised for concentric
and eccentric assemblies.
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